THE COLORS YOU WANT.
THE NAME YOU TRUST.
WHATEVER YOUR TASTE OR STYLE, TAMKO HAS YOU COVERED.

With two distinct color palettes to choose from, TAMKO has just the right color to beautify your home.

**AMERICA’S NATURAL COLORS**

America’s Natural Colors bring the vibrant tones of the American landscape to your home. If you want your roof to make a bold and beautiful visual statement, choose from America’s Natural Colors.

**CLASSIC HERITAGE COLORS**

For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose one of TAMKO’s Classic Colors featuring the subtle, sophisticated color blends that have long made TAMKO an industry favorite.

**BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL**

**SUBTLE AND SOPHISTICATED**

The shingle images above show the difference between America’s Natural Colors and Classic Heritage Colors. Thunderstorm Grey and Oxford Grey are both “grey” shingles. Look closely and you can see Thunderstorm Grey includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye of the roof.

**SHINGLE COLOR SELECTION TIPS**

For more information on shingle color selection tips and available colors by zip code, visit tamko.com

**View An Actual Roof Installation.** Shingles may look different installed on a roof compared to viewing only one shingle. Also, shingle colors can appear differently during different times of day, in different amounts of sunlight (full, partial, etc.).

**View Actual Shingles.** Viewing actual shingles is the only way to see all the nuances in color that will be represented on your roof once the project is complete.

**Start your Color Search with Brochures and Visualization Programs.** The printed colors you see in any brochure or digital visualization program are only as accurate as current printing and digital technology allows.

**Check Your Shingles Before Installation.** TAMKO is not responsible for color claims where the wrong color is installed on a roof. It is better to be safe and perform a final in-person check of the shingles to confirm product and color before they are installed.
WHY CHOOSE TAMKO HERITAGE® SHINGLES?

With more than 75 years of roofing manufacturing, TAMKO Building Products LLC is one of the largest and most trusted manufacturers of asphalt shingles in the nation. Every year, thousands of homeowners choose TAMKO shingles for their roofs, and many of those roofs are covered with Heritage architectural asphalt shingles – TAMKO’s most popular product.

For more than 40 years, Heritage shingles have been a classic in the roofing industry, recommended by contractors, builders and homeowners for their quality construction, Limited Lifetime Warranty, beautiful woodshake cut, and the best colors available in the market.

TAMKO® XT SHIELD ROOF SYSTEM™

TAMKO products are specifically designed to work together — building layer upon layer of protection, to help create a weather defense system that is as beautiful as it is functional.

1 TAMKO® TW SEAM TAPE
2 TAMKO® ICE AND RAIN UNDERLAYMENTS
3 TAMKO® SYNTHETIC UNDERLAYMENTS
4 TAMKO® SHINGLE STARTER
5 TAMKO® HERITAGE® OR HERITAGE PROLINE™ SHINGLES
6 TAMKO® CONTINUOUS RIDGE VENTILATION
7 TAMKO® HIP & RIDGE SHINGLES
Rustic Slate

At TAMKO, the best colors on the market are backed by a brand name with more than 75 years in the industry, recognized for its rich history, core values of honesty and integrity, quality products and processes, authority with building professionals and support for its community.

That strong history of independence, family and American manufacturing continues today in TAMKO’s day-to-day operations, headquartered in the heartland of America. Nowhere is this spirit of patriotism more clearly seen than in TAMKO’s continued support for veterans and first responders by hiring them for approximately 15% of the company’s workforce, as well as providing financial and product donations to wounded servicemembers and the nonprofits that support them. That’s what makes TAMKO shingles “America’s Shingle™.”

Heritage shingles meet the following classifications

UL Listed for:
- Class A Fire Resistance

UL Classified:
- Wind Resistance
- ASTM D3462 and ICC-ES Acceptance Criteria AC438

UL Evaluation Reports:
- UL Evaluation Report ER2919-01
- UL Evaluation Report ER2919-02

Florida Building Code Product Approval
- FL 18355
- FL 35321

Miami-Dade County Product Control Approved

Tested in Compliance with:
- UL 790/ASTM E 108, Class A
- ASTM D3161, Class F
- ASTM D7158, Class H
- ASTM D3462
- ICC-ES Acceptance Criteria AC438

SHINGLES BEGIN TO AGE AS SOON AS THEY ARE EXPOSED TO NATURE. BUILDINGS EXPERIENCE AGING FACTORS DIFFERENTLY, SO IT IS DIFFICULT TO PREDICT HOW LONG SHINGLES WILL LAST. TAMKO PROVIDES A LIMITED WARRANTY FOR MANY PRODUCTS, THAT INCLUDES A BINDING ARBITRATION CLAUSE AND OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS WHICH ARE INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE. YOU MAY OBTAIN A COPY OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY AT TAMKO.COM OR BY CALLING 1-800-641-4691.